
 

SmartPoles: LA dwellers will see the light
and stay connected

November 8 2015, by Nancy Owano

  
 

  

Smart infrastructure: That's a phrase likely to crop up in many cities'
planning sessions when the order of the day is finding ways for a
connected and environmentally sane environment.
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The mayor of Los Angeles appears to be proud of seeing one example in
the city's light poles, where some will go "smart" with Philips and
Ericsson technologies.

Philips' SmartPoles street lighting is set for deployment in Los Angeles.
Royal Philips made the announcement earlier this week. It has built in
4G LTE wireless technology from Ericsson.

"The City of Los Angeles (LA) will be the first city in the world to
deploy 100 Philips SmartPoles – connected LED street lighting that
includes fully integrated 4G LTE wireless telecommunications
technology by Ericsson," read the announcement.'

The 100 LED light poles are to be fitted with new small cell technology
from Ericsson. The latter has embraced a concept to integrate their small
cells solution with streetlight poles. That way, optimal coverage with
minimal visual impact is possible.

The effort to upgrade L.A.'s street lights is a joint project between the
city, Philips and Ericcson.

The deployment carries a twin benefit of (1) public lighting which is
energy-efficient and (2) improved network performance in dense areas.

The time plan: A Thursday announcement from the Mayor's Office said
that Mayor Garcetti had unveiled "the nation's first installation" of
Philips SmartPoles streetlights, and that 100 of the streetlights will be
installed across Los Angeles in the first year; 500 additional poles will be
added over the next four years.
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http://www.newscenter.philips.com/main/standard/news/press/2015/20151106-Los-Angeles-is-the-worlds-first-city-to-deploy-Philips-SmartPole-Street-Lighting.wpd#.Vj3huhyrRGO
https://techxplore.com/tags/street+lighting/
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According to a report from Annenberg Media Center, "The city plans on
having 600 in operation by 2018."

The new pole on Thursday was described by the Annenberg center as "a
cross between a street light and a cellphone tower." They said, "So far
the Bureau of Street Lighting has installed 22 Smart Poles, mostly in
Hollywood."

The LED lighting for streets will help LA meet sustainability goals.
What is more, the mayor has a Resilience by Design plan which outlines
stronger earthquake standards. "This increased reliability for the wireless
network is especially important in the event of emergencies—so that
smart phones stay online when they are needed most," said the office
release.

Beyond LA, cities could in theory play an important role as "eco-
partners." Stu Robarts said in Gizmag: "Cellular data traffic is growing at
a heck of a rate. Indeed, Philips expects it to increase 900 percent by
2020 – and so the infrastructure to handle it must grow too. With street
lights being ubiquitous in towns and cities, they provide a good basis for
that infrastructure."

As for the economics of the initiative, Peter Marx, Chief Technology
Officer, City of Los Angeles, wrote in Medium, "By leasing the valuable
digital real estate on top of city light poles, this project will self-fund,
resulting in no cost to tax payers and generating hundreds of thousands
of dollars of revenue for the city."
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http://www.atvn.org/news/2015/11/behold-smart-pole-greatest-pole-all
http://www.lamayor.org/mayor_garcetti_unveils_nation_s_first_smartpole_street_lights_with_small_cell_technology
http://www.gizmag.com/philips-smartpole-street-lights-la/40267/
https://medium.com/@pietromarx/la-s-streetlights-deliver-4g-and-more-a10a90b486f9
https://techxplore.com/tags/city/
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